The stated purpose of this quarterly journal is to "focus on challenging topics and management controversies for the perioperative physician". It starts with an overview chapter on "priorities in the critically ill patient requiring anaesthetic care". Other chapters cover care of the transplant patient, perioperative renal protection, ARDS, sedation and pain management and fluids.
There are some really good sections-the renal protection chapter has an excellent review of the current state of dopamine, atrial naturetic peptide, frusemide and calcium channel blockers. The pain chapter has good practical points to reinforce the difference between analgesia and sedation and a good section on minimizing risks of epidurals. The initial evaluation chapter has a good algorithm on assessing cardiovascular risk.
Some chapters are very anaesthetically orientated: e.g. that on pain and vasoactive drugs. The patients from our critical care unit who commonly get taken to the operating theatre urgently and repeatedlytrauma and intra-abdominal sepsis-are mentioned only in passing.
I had difficulty deciding who this book was targeting. Intensivists and intensive care trainees will not find anything in it beyond what's in their own literature. Anaesthetists who spend a lot of time anaesthetizing critically ill patients both elective and urgent will glean the most from it. Anaesthetic trainees prior to the part II exam would also find it useful.
GILL BISHOP Sydney, N.S.W. The stated aim of this multi-authored work is to provide a ready reference in times of need for the anaesthetist faced with the unusual, either as a specialist in tertiary obstetric anaesthesia practice or as a generalist exposed acutely to the uncommon. The uncommon and the rare are indeed comprehensively detailed there in 29 chapters, but also the more common medical conditions already well covered in current texts.
Obstetric
Its role has fallen between that of a text of obstetric medicine and a text of obstetric anaesthesia related to these conditions. At times the medical aspects have been allowed to overwhelm anaesthetic issues in terms of allocated text. The occasional reader would appreciate a succinct, clearly formatted summary of potential problems and strategies for avoidance that can be read in the late hours of the night. Most of it is all there, but it is sometimes disguised in the text-better layout and use of tables would have helped. The combined spinal-epidural technique for high-risk situations is barely mentioned, and this seems to be an oversight, dating the text. The wording is at times verbose, while some chapters contain repetitive elements that would have benefited from tighter editing. Would I recommend it? As a major reference for a tertiary department-yes; for the generalist outside a major centre-not as the primary emergency text. There are other works at a similar price that perform a better all-round function.
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